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Abstract | Plants emit volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from most 
parts of their anatomy. Conventionally, the volatiles of leaves, flowers, fruits 
and seeds have been investigated separately. This review presents an 
integrated perspective of volatiles produced by fruits and seeds in the 
context of selection on the whole plant. It suggests that fruit and seed 
volatiles may only be understood in the light of the chemistry of the whole 
plant. Fleshy fruit may be viewed as an ecological arena within which 
several evolutionary games are being played involving fruit VOCs. Fruit 
odour and colour may be correlated and interact via multimodal signalling 
in influencing visits by frugivores. The hypothesis of volatile crypsis in 
the evolution of hard seeds as protection against volatile diffusion and 
perception by seed predators is reviewed. Current views on the role of 
volatiles in ant dispersal of seeds or myrmecochory are summarised, 
especially the suggestion that ants are being manipulated by plants in the 
form of a sensory trap while providing this service. Plant VOC production 
is presented as an emergent phenotype that could result from multiple 
selection pressures acting on various plant parts; the “plant” phenotype 
and VOC profile may receive significant contributions from symbionts within 
the plant. Viewing the plant as a holobiont would benefit an understanding 
of the emergent plant phenotype.
Keywords: fruit volatiles, holobiont, microbes, multimodal signalling, myrmecochory, niche construction, 
seed volatiles, sensory trap, yeasts

1 Prelude
The purpose of this review is to place fruit and seed 
volatiles within a wider evolutionary context, and 
to identify questions that could be asked within 
such a wide canvas. Because of its large scope, 
this review is not meant to be exhaustive, but will 
refer to appropriate literature or existing reviews. 
It will focus on volatiles of fleshy fruit, hard 
seeds, and seeds that are dispersed by ants, since 
these three categories of plant diaspores present 
some special examples of evolutionary processes, 
conflicts between players, honesty of signals and 
the possibility of deceit.

In a seminal paper in 1974, Orians and Janzen1 
asked the question: Why are embryos so tasty? In 
this paper, they compared the embryos of animals 

with the propagules of plants, and suggested 
that since many animals invest in parental care, 
embryos of animals can afford to be non-toxic as 
they can be defended by their parents. In plants, 
investment in seeds and associated structures is 
itself the parental care strategy. Consequently, 
plants must package within the propagule and 
associated structures all the components that are 
needed for a) dispersal of the propagules, b) their 
survival and defence against biotic and abiotic 
factors, and c) germination and achievement of 
metabolic independence.2 This is why, besides 
nutrition, plant propagules and associated 
structures are often laden with secondary 
metabolites, many of which are highly toxic.3 
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Several adaptive hypotheses have been proposed 
for the evolution and maintenance of secondary 
metabolites in fleshy fruit; these include defence 
against predators, effects on gut passage rate, and 
germination inhibitors4,5 suggesting that there are 
many possible explanations for fruit chemistry.

Another fundamental difference between 
plants and animals is that plants are sessile and 
require in situ defence. This immobility can explain 
why plant parts in general are more toxic compared 
to animals. Correspondingly, toxicity in animals 
occurs in those taxa that are sessile, or less capable 
of escaping predators, and rarely occurs within 
higher trophic levels such as mobile top predators.6 
Consequently, selection on the chemistry of plant 
vegetative structures may influence the chemistry 
of plant reproductive structures, a view that is not 
often considered. Eriksson and Ehrlén7 point out 
that secondary metabolites may occur in fruits as a 
by-product of their presence in leaves as a defence 
against leaf herbivory. They rightly suggest that 
evolutionary biologists must be able to define 
the trait that requires explanation, without which 
there is nothing to explain, e.g. correlated traits 
may be harder to define. As was pointed out 
several years ago by Primack,8 selection on flowers 
or specific floral traits such as size and number 
of ovules may influence the structure of fruit 
and seeds. Furthermore, there can be trade-offs 
between reproductive traits in plants; for example, 
flower size and flower number in an inflorescence 
are negatively related across angiosperms.9 The 
correlated evolution of plant traits needs greater 
examination. Moles and Westoby10 concluded, for 
example, that seed size is likely impacted by a suite 
of life history traits such as plant size, longevity, 
juvenile survival and age at first reproduction. 
Herrera11 found leaf and fruit size to be correlated 
in bird-dispersed plants. Burns et al.12 suggested 
that fruit colour and thereby fruit chemistry is a 
result of correlated selection on leaf reflectance 
properties and, therefore, fruit colour may be 
constrained by the spectral properties of leaf 
backgrounds. There is, however, evidence for 
directed selection on the chemistry of fruits per se, 
a selection pressure independent of the chemistry 
of vegetative structures.13,14 Since fruit and seed 
chemistry have direct bearing on fruit and seed 
volatiles, investigation of direct or indirect 
selection on fruit traits is vital to an understanding 
of volatile emission from plant propagules.

2 Act I: Volatiles in Fleshy Fruit
Angiosperms have a large diversity of fruit and 
seeds that range in size from the microscopic 
dust-like seeds of orchids to the giant fruit and 

Life history strategy:  
a strategy that determines 

the reproduction of an 
organism during its lifetime; 

e.g. life history parameters 
such as body size, age at first 

reproduction, number of 
reproduction events, interval 

between reproduction events, 
and longevity, can influence 

an organism’s reproductive or 
life history strategy.

seeds of legumes and palms.15,16 Mack17 suggested 
that fruit pulp evolved as a response against seed 
predators rather than as an incentive for seed 
dispersers, suggesting that the defensive tissues 
surrounding the seeds were an exaptation (sensu 
Gould and Vrba18) to the evolution of rewarding 
tissues. Whatever the origin of fleshy fruit, in many 
extant angiosperms, ripe fruit pulp is attractive to 
frugivores, many of which perform fruit removal 
and seed dispersal services for the plant in return 
for nutrients in the pulp.19,20 A large diversity 
of volatiles are emitted by fleshy fruit pulp.21–23 
However, unlike floral volatiles whose diversity 
has been examined even for many wild species,24,25 
documentation of fleshy fruit volatiles or fruit 
aroma volatiles has been restricted mainly to 
domesticated fruits,26,27 with a few exceptions.28–31 
This paucity of data on the volatile profiles of wild 
fruit makes generalisations difficult. However, 
certain interesting patterns have emerged and 
could set the stage for further investigations.

2.1 Sex-limited fruit volatiles
Borges et al.29 found a clear difference in the 
volatile profiles of female (seed) figs compared to 
male (gall) figs in a dioecious species of mammal-
dispersed Ficus. Female figs contain seeds, while 
pollinating fig wasps only develop within figs 
on male trees. Female figs must be attractive to 
frugivores and potential seed dispersers; therefore, 
compared to male figs, female figs emitted higher 
total amounts of volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs) and higher concentrations of VOCs 
such as fatty-acid derivatives, especially amyl 
acetates and 2-heptanone, that are potentially 
attractive to mammalian dispersers. This 
makes adaptive sense since male figs should 
not be consumed by frugivores as they contain 
developing pollinating wasps. How might this 
differential consumption of seed figs over gall figs 
be achieved? Dumont et al.32 and Weiblen et al.33 
have demonstrated that seed figs of bat-dispersed 
fig species are much richer in carbohydrates and 
lipids compared to gall figs; these seeds figs are 
therefore nutritionally more rewarding compared 
to gall figs. The chemical composition of seed 
figs would also allow for greater production, 
compared to gall figs, of fatty-acid derived VOCs 
that are highly attractive to paleotropical bats.31 
Borges et al.29 also found that only gall figs of 
mammal- and bird-dispersed fig species emitted 
high concentrations of the repellent VOC methyl 
anthranilate. Methyl anthranilate is used in 
commercial formulations to repel birds and is also 
active against mammals.34,35 It appears that gall 
figs in which pollinating fig wasps breed produce 

Exaptation: a trait that 
performs a function for which 

it was not originally evolved.

Dioecy: a plant breeding 
system in which male and 

female reproductive structures 
are present in separate 

individual plants.
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repellents against frugivores, and with their lower 
concentrations of carbohydrates and lipids emit 
lower amounts of attractive VOCs while seed figs 
emit high concentrations of attractive VOCs and 
no repellent compounds. This appears to be a dual 
strategy of sex-limited attraction and repulsion 
mediated by fruit volatiles. It would be interesting 
to see if these patterns are replicated in other 
dioecious fig species.

2.2  Volatiles emitted during fruit 
development

While the emission of fruit volatiles during the 
ripening of cultivated fruit has been extensively 
researched,36 there is scant investigation of changes 
in VOC profile with development in wild fruit. 
Fruit can vary in their patterns of ripening which 
may depend on ethylene production. In non-
climacteric fruit, for example, ripening is gradual 
and there is no peak in VOC production, while in 
climacteric fruit, sharp rises in ethylene result in 
rapid ripening and a peak in VOC emission.27,37 
Based on its ripening profile, Borges et al.30 
suggested that wild Ficus racemosa has a climacteric 
fruit; in the ripe fruit of this species, there was 
an absence of day–night differences in VOC 
production. However, in wild Ficus benghalensis, 
which is believed to have non-climacteric fruit 
that are dispersed by birds in the day and by 
bats during the night, sesquiterpenes dominated 
the diurnal VOC profile of the fruit while fatty 
acid derivatives such as esters and benzaldehyde 
dominated the profile at night.30 There does not 
appear to be any other study of VOC profiles in 
relation to ripening in wild fruit.

2.3 Microbes and fruit volatiles
Since ripe fleshy fruit contain nutrients that 
make them attractive to dispersal agents, these 
rich resources also make them attractive media 
for microbial development. This sets up an arena 
for conflict. Daniel Janzen38 suggested that fruit 
and seeds are attacked by microbes resulting in 
spoilage because the microbes make the flesh 
unpalatable to fruit removal agents to avoid being 
consumed and killed by fruit dispersers. Rotting 
fruit attacked by fungi were indeed less attractive 
to birds.39 Janzen’s theory has recently received 
theoretical support,40 but empirical tests are still 
awaited. Fleshy fruit pulp that is a rich nutrient 
source for fruit dispersers might also serve as an 
excellent growth medium for fermenting yeasts 
that produce alcohols attractive to dispersal 
agents. However, legitimate dispersers such as bats 
were deterred when the alcohol content in the 
fruit exceeded certain levels.41,42

Climacteric fruit: a fruit that 
ripens very quickly usually 
in response to a sharp rise in 
ethylene.

Some yeasts that grow in fruit engage in 
constructing a suitable niche for themselves that 
attracts fruit flies.43 Such flies may not be attracted 
by the volatiles of the particular fermenting fruit 
per se but by specific volatiles produced by the 
yeasts; this was confirmed when flies showed 
the same level of attraction to volatiles collected 
from the headspace of yeasts growing on synthetic 
minimal medium.44 In yeasts, the aroma gene 
ATF1 is responsible for producing several “fruit” 
aroma volatiles especially acetates via the enzyme 
alcohol acetyl transferase Atf1. Deletion of this 
gene in yeasts caused the antennal lobe response 
of drosophilids to mutant yeast-generated volatiles 
to change in comparison to the response exhibited 
to the volatilome of wild-type yeasts; there was 
greater response by Drosophila to the wild-type 
yeast volatilome.45 The system governed by yeast 
VOCs produced on a fruit-based culture medium is 
likely a mutualism within an ecosystem engineered 
by the yeasts since attractive yeasts increase fruit 
fly larval survival and the adults flies serve as 
dispersal agents for these yeast propagules.43,46 
In natural yeast populations, Saccharomyces 
yeasts with strong fermentation abilities were 
more attractive than the less fermentative non-
Saccharomyces species, pointing to the kind of 
yeasts that could manipulate Drosophila attraction 
to form mutualistic relationships with the flies47 
within a fruit niche.

2.4  Fruit volatiles as parasite attractants 
and repellents

Drosophila melanogaster as well as several Asian 
drosophilids use citrus fruit volatiles such as 
limonene and valencene as short-distance cues 
for oviposition.48 A parasitoid wasp Leptoplina 
boulardi that is a specialist on Drosophila 
larvae was repelled by these volatiles although 
the olfactory neurons of the wasp were highly 
responsive to them.48 Therefore, drosophilids 
may use yeast-generated volatiles as long-distance 
“fruit” aroma cues while intrinsic fruit volatiles 
such as limonene and valencene may be used as 
short-distance cues for fruit that are suitable for 
oviposition since such fruit also emit VOCs that 
repel parasitoids. Drosophilids are also sensitive to 
volatiles, such as geosmin, that are harmful to their 
developing larvae and avoid rotting fruit occupied 
by microbes producing such odours.49 Similarly, 
grapevine moths, whose larvae infest grapes, 
avoided volatiles produced by grapes infected with 
a phytopathogenic fungus.50 Horticulturists are 
attempting to find ripe fruit volatile attractants for 
fruit-damaging flies such as the invasive African 
fruit fly Bactrocera invadens,51 the oriental fruit 

Headspace: the space 
immediately around the 
organism within which 
volatiles emitted by the 
organism are present before 
their diffusion or removal by 
air currents.

Volatilome: the set of volatiles 
emitted by the organism.
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fly Bactrocera dorsalis,52 the West Indian fruit fly 
Anastrepha obliqua,53 and the tomato fruit fly 
Neoceratitis cyanescens.54 Such attempts may result 
in designing better VOC traps for the flies resulting 
in greater fruit crop protection.

If the fruit is the ecological theatre in which 
these evolutionary plays are being enacted, there 
are several other fascinating scenes embedded 
within diverse ecological settings. The sex 
pheromone receptor of the codling moth Cydia 
pomonella responds strongly to an ester, (E,Z)-
2,4-decadienoate, produced by the pear fruit into 
which it oviposits.55 This correspondence between 
the receptor for the moth pheromone (codlemone) 
and a host fruit kairomone is an example of 
how the scents of host fruit and of sex converge. 
Similarly α-pinene which is a component of 
the sex pheromone blend of the olive fruit fly 
Bactrocera oleae is also a volatile found in unripe 
olive fruit and enhances fly mating success.56 
Differential attractiveness and sensitivity to the 
scent of host fruit is also the basis of the classic 
model system demonstrating host race formation 
and the possibility of sympatric speciation in 
wild insects, e.g. the case of the apple maggot fly 
Rhagoletis pomonella.57–59 In this system, the fruit 
flies shifted from their native host, the hawthorn 
Crataegus mollis, to the introduced apple Malus 
domestica, with corresponding shifts in sensitivity 
to the volatiles of the host fruit on which male flies 
congregate; mating is followed by oviposition into 
the host fruit.60 Recently, reproductive isolation 
has been discovered between flies on different 
species of hawthorn,61 suggesting the involvement 
of fruit volatiles in this isolation. Host fruit VOCs 
can drive sensory specialisation as found recently 
for Drosophila erecta, a specialist on the fruit of 
the tropical screw pine Pandanus, that showed 
olfactory sensitivity towards 3-methyl-2-butenyl 
acetate, a characteristic Pandanus fruit volatile.62 
This volatile induces oviposition in D. erecta 
but not in D. melanogaster indicating ecological 
specialisation on a fruit volatile.62

2.5  Fruit volatiles and multimodal 
signalling

While fruit volatiles provide important cues to 
fruit parasites such as fruit flies,63 host finding 
behaviour in these flies is augmented by visual cues 
such as fruit colour;64–66 therefore, multimodal 
sensory effects operate in this fruit parasitism. 
Fruit colour is also correlated with fruit odour in 
bird- and bat-dispersed Ficus fruit67 as with Ficus 
fruit size, fruit placement (axillary, cauliflorous 
or geocarpic), and life history traits such as 
plant size.68,69 These findings suggest correlated 

Kairomone: a chemical 
emitted by one organism and 

that can be used by another 
organism to its advantage 

to detect the presence of the 
emitter; this is in the context 

of predators detecting prey, or 
parasites detecting hosts.

Multimodal signalling: the 
use of more than one sensory 
channel for communication, 

e.g. vision and odour.

evolution or phenotypic integration between the 
traits of fruit odour, fruit colour and life history 
parameters. However, on a global scale, fruit 
colours exhibit only half the diversity of flower 
colours70 suggesting constraints on fruit colour. 
Some of these constraints could involve abiotic 
factors such as high illumination coupled with low 
temperatures that may select for anthocyanins,71 
or may be due to the pleiotropic effects of ripe fruit 
colour alleles on other plant traits that influence 
the attack by insect seed predators on unripe 
fruit.72

If fruit colour has to be a reliable and honest 
signal of the “tastiness” of the propagules in 
order to invite fruit removal by legitimate seed 
dispersers, then colour must correlate with 
content; indeed content may affect colour and 
also aroma.26 Valido et al.73 found that visual 
properties of fruit were correlated with nutrient 
content in over 100 Mediterranean plant 
species. Fruit colour was associated with lipid 
content while fruit brightness was correlated 
with soluble carbohydrates; this pattern was 
stronger for bird-dispersed fruit than for those 
dispersed by mammals. Consequently, birds 
choosing less bright fruit selected for greater lipid 
content, a choice that might have considerable 
survival value.74 In more than 100 species of 
vertebrate-dispersed fruit in a Brazilian Atlantic 
rainforest community, high fruit sugar content 
was correlated with dark colour and low 
colour saturation.75 While there appears to be a 
biochemical correlation between fruit colour and 
fruit content, some caveats are necessary. Fruit 
colour (hue, saturation, brightness) is not an 
absolute measurement but depends on the colour 
receptor sensitivities of the organism viewing the 
fruit; often approximations need to be made based 
on generalised avian or vertebrate colour receptor 
sensitivity values. Much more work is required 
on both the measurement of fruit colour, and 
its evaluation as a reliable signal of fruit reward 
content which may be presented as a multimodal 
signal combining colour and odour, with odour 
components being derived from fruit pigments26 
and from other fruit constituents.

Fleshy fruits are different from flowers in the 
sense that the fruit itself often serves as the reward 
for the fruit dispersal agent while the flower petal 
is not the reward for the pollinator. Therefore, 
flowers have many more degrees of freedom in their 
colour (and associated floral chemistry) compared 
to fruit that must signal their content honestly. 
Flower morphology has also diverged much more 
than fruit morphology76 suggesting more stringent 
constraints on fruit in general. The impact of these 

Pleiotropy: a phenomenon 
in which the expression of a 

single gene affects more than 
one phenotypic trait.
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constraints on fruit signalling by odour and/or 
colour is a profitable area of research.

3 Act II: Volatiles of Hard Seeds
Seeds develop from ovules, which are stalked 
nucelli (megasporangia); nucelli are enclosed by 
single (gymnosperms) or double (angiosperms) 
layers called integuments.77 The integuments 
form the seed coat. In angiosperms, the seeds and 
ovules are enclosed within the ovary with fruit 
tissues developing from the ovary wall and other 
associated structures.77 After their removal from 
the plant by biotic or abiotic dispersal mechanisms, 
seeds undergo a variable waiting period before 
germination, an interval referred to as dormancy. 
Several types of dormancy have been described.78 
Some seeds germinate immediately on being 
released from associated fruit structures, while 
other may require physiological changes before 
germination can begin.79 Seeds are vulnerable to 
seed predators prior to their germination, after 
which seedlings become vulnerable to herbivores. 
Many seeds are protected from predation by 
being toxic, by landing in secure sites away from 
predation, or by having hard seed coats.80–82 Since 
seeds house embryos and nutritious endosperm 
comprising mainly lipids and carbohydrates,83,84 
pre-germination basal metabolism occurring 
in seeds is bound to release volatiles that could 
attract seed predators.85 Rodents are important 
seed predators and detect seeds by their odours.86 
However, these very seed predators could also be 
seed dispersers, especially when rodents deposit 
collected seeds in caches or larders and later 
either fail to retrieve them before they germinate, 
or are unable to consume all of the cached seeds 
especially when seed storage occurs during a 
masting year (i.e. when seed production is very 
high).87,88 Therefore, some plants receive seed 
dispersal services from their seed predators and 
must evolve strategies to counter the complete 
consumption of seed crops.

Physical dormancy is a feature typical of hard 
seeds; in this type of dormancy, seeds are covered 
by a water impermeable hard coat.78 Such hard 
coats do not allow the diffusion of seed volatiles 
outside the seed and protect seed volatiles from 
being detected by seed predators.89,90 Experiments 
conducted with two hard-seeded species 
demonstrated that such seeds produced fourteen 
VOCs that were readily detected by hamsters when 
water was allowed to penetrate into the seeds 
releasing their volatiles. Paulsen et al.89,90 suggest 
that the hardness of seeds and their impermeability 
to water could be an adaptation, especially in 
hot, dry conditions, to prevent untimely loss 

Masting: a plant reproductive 
phenomenon characterised 
by synchronous flowering 
and fruiting of plants within 
a population or within a 
geographical area.

of water and possible germination during the 
wrong season, as well as to achieve crypsis from 
the acutely sensitive volatile detection systems of 
seed predators such as rodents. In an experiment 
conducted with seeds of wild and domesticated 
plant species such as sunflowers, Hollander et al.91  
found that cultivated seeds were detected much 
faster than wild seeds by rodents probably because 
the wild species have been under intense selection 
to reduce the emission of volatiles to avoid 
detection by seed predators.

Research on seed volatiles is still in its infancy, 
and this new hypothesis on crypsis of seed volatiles 
leading to the evolution of hard seededness is 
interesting and deserves further investigation.

4  Act III: Volatiles of Ant-Dispersed 
Seeds

Seed movement studies have been largely 
confined to vertebrates such as bats, primates, 
birds and rodents since they are regarded as the 
principal seed dispersal agents and seed predators. 
However, invertebrates such as slugs,92 wasps93 and 
ants also disperse plant seeds.94,95 Ants have many 
important interactions with plants, many of which 
are mutualistic in terms of protecting plants from 
herbivores or providing plants with nitrogen in 
return for lipid or carbohydrate-rich food and 
shelter,96–98 while others involve seed dispersal.99 
In ant-dispersed seeds, ants are rewarded with 
a nutrient-rich elaiosome, which is derived 
from many different seed-associated tissues to 
converge onto an ant-sized nutrient-rich seed 
appendage.100,101 Ant dispersal of seeds is called 
myrmecochory and is believed to have evolved 
independently at least 100 times, occurring in 
11,000 species within 77 angiosperm families.101,102 
Myrmecochory must therefore be an important 
process for both plants and ants.

4.1  Seed volatiles in ant-garden 
epiphytes

Volatiles associated with ant movement of seeds 
have been investigated in two ecological settings 
or contexts. The first context is that of the ant 
garden; this is an arboreal collection of epiphytes 
growing in clusters within which ants build their 
nests. Ants carry the epiphyte seeds into the 
upper portions of the trees where they germinate, 
thereby sowing the seeds for the garden. In this 
system, plants benefit from seed dispersal while 
ants engineer a nest ecosystem using the epiphytes. 
Not all epiphyte species within an ant garden 
have elaiosome-bearing seeds. In the first ever 
study of the phenomenon of chemically-mediated 
movement of neotropical ant-garden epiphyte 
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seeds by ants, Seidel et al.103 and Davidson et al.104 
demonstrated that methyl 6-methylsalicylate 
(6-MMS), a compound found in the femoral 
gland of the ant Camponotus femoratus, was 
a seed volatile that elicited the greatest seed-
carrying response in bioassays conducted with  
C. femoratus using artificial seeds coated with pure 
compounds. Youngsteadt et al.105–107 confirmed 
these observations, and also found that the seeds 
of ant-garden epiphyte species produced a special 
set of phenolic and terpenoid volatiles; such VOCs 
(e.g. 6-MMS, geranyl linalool, β-springene, geranyl 
geraniol and α-springene) appear to be unique to 
ant-garden epiphytes, being absent from non-ant 
garden congeners. Moreover, while these VOCs 
were unattractive to non-arboreal ants, some 
of them such as geranyl linalool were especially 
attractive to arboreal ant-garden forming species 
such as C. femoratus.106 While 6-MMS has only 
been found in seeds of ant-garden epiphytes,106 
it is an important semiochemical in ants108 and 
other Hymenoptera109 suggesting that ant-garden 
plants have converged on a compound active in 
insect communication. Ant gardens also occur in 
Asian rainforests.110,111 While solvent extracts of 
Asian ant-garden seeds also elicited seed-carrying 
behaviour in ants, the compounds responsible for 
this behaviour were not identified, and compounds 
that occured in common across ant-garden species 
were not detected as in the neotropical setting.112 
Clearly, Asian ant-gardens need much more 
investigation.

4.2 The scent of elaiosomes
The scent of elaiosomes is the second context 
in which ants and seed volatiles have been 
investigated. In elaiosome-bearing seeds, the 
releasers of seed-carrying behaviour in ants 
are thought to be fatty acids, in particular 
oleic acid and the diglyceride 1,2 diolein,113–118 
or linolenic acid in combination with oleic 
acid;118 however, another study had a contrary 
finding.119 Compounds such as oleic acid are 
known to elicit corpse-carrying or necrophoric 
behaviours in ants within their nests,120 since 
such compounds are also produced during 
insect decomposition. Necrophoric behaviours 
triggered by volatiles that signal decomposition 
of dead adults, larvae or pupae are vital to nest 
hygiene. Despite their antennal responses to 
fatty acids, it has been debated whether ants 
use compounds such as oleic acid as relatively 
longer-distance olfactory cues or whether such 
compounds serve as contact gustatory cues121 
owing to their lower volatility. Recently, desert 
ants showed great sensitivity and heightened 

Semiochemical: a chemical 
produced by one organism 

that can modify the behaviour 
of another organism that 

detects the chemical.

Releaser: a chemical that 
triggers a stereotyped 

behaviour in an organism,  
e.g. object-carrying  

behaviour in ants.

behavioural response to linoleic acid, and were 
confirmed to use volatile plumes of this fatty 
acid, despite its low vapour pressure, to locate 
prey,122 affirming that volatiles from elaiosomes 
could attract ants from a distance via an 
olfactory process. Hughes et al.116 also suggested 
that the similarity in chemical composition 
between elaiosomes and insect prey has been 
instrumental in enticing carnivorous and 
omnivorous ants to perform seed dispersal 
functions. Cheater myrmechorous plants, 
even those without an elaoisome, elicit seed-
carrying behaviour in ants by producing the 
releaser compounds oleic acid and linolenic 
acid.118 Interestingly, granivorous ants are not 
attracted by elicitor compounds present in 
elaiosomes.123 Whether granivorous ants use 
other VOCs to find seeds does not appear to 
have been investigated and is a field wide open 
for research.

4.3  Conditional mutualism in volatile-
mediated myrmecochory

Several myrmechorous plants have converged 
on a strategy of making the elaiosome attractive 
but different nutritionally from the seed; 
elaiosome nutrient content is believed to be 
closer to the nutritional needs of ants, having 
much higher amino acid content compared 
to the seed.124 Considering the large numbers 
of plants involved in myrmecochory, and that 
also bear elaiosomes,102 it would then appear 
that this association between plants and ants 
is a straightforward case of mutualism; plants 
benefit from seed dispersal and ants benefit 
from the nutrition provided by the elaiosomes. 
Indeed elaiosomes enhanced the reproductive 
output of several ant species.125–127 However, it 
is possible that this is a conditional mutualism 
(sensu Bronstein128) since the ant Aphaenogaster 
benefitted from elaiosomes only when insect prey 
were scarce.129 Furthermore, in another study with 
Aphaenogaster using stable isotopes, ants were 
found to assimilate the elaiosome nutrients but 
could not effectively translate them into greater 
reproductive output.130 In another example, the 
ant Aphaenogaster preferred to remove Trillium 
grandiflorum seeds, probably due to its high oleic 
acid content, even though ant colonies fed with 
Trillium elaiosomes had reduced reproductive 
output.131 Turner and Frederickson131 invoke the 
possibility of a sensory trap being used by plants 
to manipulate the behaviour of ants as is known 
to occur in other plant–animal interactions.132,133 
The contextual importance of elaiosomes and the 
convergence of seed-carrying elicitors between 

Sensory trap: a condition 
in which an organism, with 

a previous sensory bias 
for a particular stimulus, 

is compelled to perform a 
behavioural act even when 

this stimulus is proffered in 
an inappropriate context; 
e.g. ants are compelled to 
carry seeds if the releaser 
employed by plants is the 

same chemical that stimulates 
corpse-carrying or hygienic 

behaviour in ant nests.
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myrmechorous species is worthy of much more 
research.

5 Coda
G. Evelyn Hutchinson famously wrote about the 
ecological theatre and the evolutionary play.134 
The evolutionary play is all about survival and 
reproduction, and is being enacted in numerous 
ecological theatres under varied ecological 
settings, by different guilds of actors. The fruit 
and the seed, or the diaspore, are units of plant 
reproduction, and their morphological and 
chemical properties are the props that contribute 
to the success of the play within a variety of 
ecological contexts. Since investment in fruit 
and seeds constitutes parental care in plants,1,135 
variation in these props can affect plant 
reproductive success, and thereby the success of 
the evolutionary play. Selection pressures acting 
on the whole plant or on different parts of the 
plant but which affect whole plant survival and 
reproduction must be taken into account when 
examining the different Acts of this Evolutionary 
Play. An integrated view ought to be taken of 
whole plant evolution and this view may inform 
our understanding of the individual parts and 
processes. For example, flower size and fruit 
size are correlated.136 What implication does 
correlation between flower and fruit traits have 
for plant reproductive success when flowers and 
fruit interact independently with a multiplicity of 
players? It is quite clear that even when just fruit 
and seed volatiles are considered, we would need 
to understand the sensory abilities and nutrient 
requirements of legitimate interactants such as 
mutualists, as well as of predators and parasites 
to make sense of the adaptive significance, if any, 
of a trait. We still do not know whether all VOCs 
emitted by plants are produced by the plants 
independently or by commensalistic or parasitic 
fungal endophytes or bacteria.137–139 Which players 
are responsible for the “plant” VOC phenotype?

All organisms, particularly those as complex as 
plants must therefore be viewed as entities whose 
emergent phenotype may incorporate the effects 
of multitudinous symbiotic organisms.140 Recog-
nising that plants are holobionts is fundamental 
to this view of life,140,141 and is vital to our under-
standing of the real contributors to the success or 
failure of the plant phenotype.
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